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Get an Overview of the UiASAP Certification:
Who should take the UiASAP exam? This is the first question that comes to a
candidate’s mind when preparing for the UiASAP certification. The UiASAP
certification is suitable for candidates who are keen to earn knowledge on the
Architect Professional and grab their UiPath Certified Professional Automation
Solution Architect Professional (UiASAP). When it is about starting the
preparation, most candidates get confused regarding the study materials and
study approach. But UiASAP study guide PDF is here to solve the problem.
UiASAP PDF combines some effective sample questions and offers valuable tips
to pass the exam with ease.

Why Should You Earn the UiPath UiASAP
Certification?
There are several reasons why one should grab the UiASAP certification.

 The UiASAP certification proves to be one of the most recognized
certifications.

 The certification badge proves the knowledge of the candidate regarding
subject matters and makes his resume presentable to potential candidates.

 Thus earning the UiPath Certified Professional Automation Solution Architect
Professional (UiASAP) is a powerful qualification for a prosperous career.

What Is the UiPath UiASAP Certification Exam
Structure?
Exam Name UiPath Certified Professional Automation Solution Architect

Professional (UiASAP)
Exam Code UiASAP
Exam Price $300 (USD)
Duration 120 mins
Number of Questions 60
Passing Score 70%
Books / Training Automation Solution Architect Training
Schedule Exam Pearson VUE
Sample Questions UiPath UiASAP Sample Questions
Practice Exam UiPath UiASAP Certification Practice Exam

https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uipath-uiasap-certification-sample-questions
https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uiasap-uipath-automation-solution-architect-professional
https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uiasap-uipath-automation-solution-architect-professional
https://academy.uipath.com/learning-plans/automation-solution-architect-training
https://home.pearsonvue.com/uipath
https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uipath-uiasap-certification-sample-questions
https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uiasap-uipath-automation-solution-architect-professional
http://www.certfun.com/
http://www.certfun.com/
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Enhance Knowledge with UiASAP Sample
Questions:
Question: 1

When structuring data using Entities in UiPath Data Service for RPA projects,
which approach is crucial for promoting data organization and management
efficiency?

a) Adopting a single, all-encompassing Entity to cover all instances and avoid
redundancies.
b) Modeling custom Entities based on business objects, while incorporating rich
metadata, relationships, and attributes as needed.
c) Prioritizing standard, built-in fields and Entities over tailored solutions specific to
project requirements.
d) Ignoring metadata and relationships between Entities in favor of simplified data
structures.

Answer: b

Question: 2

What feature does UiPath Automation Ops provide for collaboration among
development teams?

a) A gaming platform for team building.
b) Facilities for shared access and version control of automation projects.
c) Only email communication tools.
d) There are no collaboration features in Automation Ops.

Answer: b

Question: 3

What deployment models are supported by UiPath?

a) Only Cloud deployment.
b) Only On-premises deployment.
c) Both Cloud and On-premises deployments.
d) Neither Cloud nor On-premises deployments.

Answer: c

http://www.certfun.com/
http://www.certfun.com/
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Question: 4

In an Attended Automation scenario, where are the robots typically deployed?

a) On a central server managed by IT.
b) On user’s local machines.
c) Exclusively in the cloud.
d) On dedicated external devices.

Answer: b

Question: 5

How do apps built with UiPath Apps interact with back-end systems when
running automation locally?

a) By triggering an Attended Robot to interact with back-end systems.
b) By relying on third-party middleware to bridge the communication.
c) Apps built with UiPath Apps cannot interact with the back-end system.
d) By using APIs provided by the back-end system.

Answer: a

Question: 6

Which type of AI models can be managed in UiPath AI Center

a) Only third-party pre-trained models.
b) Only UiPath developed models.
c) Both UiPath and custom third-party models.
d) AI Center does not support AI models.

Answer: c

Question: 7

Where can UiPath Communications Mining be deployed?

a) In UiPath Automation Cloud.
b) In both UiPath Automation Cloud and UiPath Automation Suite.
c) In UiPath Automation Suite.
d) As a standalone product.

Answer: d

http://www.certfun.com/
http://www.certfun.com/
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Question: 8

How can the scalability of an RPA solution be enhanced?

a) Designing the architecture to balance the load using queueing and distribution
amongst multiple automation robots.
b) Running automation exclusively on a single bot to maintain control.
c) Designing the process in such a way that error reporting is properly managed.
d) Avoiding the separation of functionality and include all activities in a single
workflow.

Answer: a

Question: 9

Why is stakeholder input important during the process analysis phase?

a) It is only important for financial stakeholders.
b) Stakeholder input is generally not important in process analysis.
c) To ensure the analysis aligns with business objectives and captures all aspects of
the process.
d) It's primarily for gathering social media insights.

Answer: c

Question: 10

From a deployment standpoint, which item is related to the Orchestrator
Deployment?

a) Ease of upscaling during peak loads and off-peak downscaling
b) Workstation Environment or Windows Server Environment.
c) Operating Infra Environment - VDI or VM
d) Disaster Recovery and Automatic Failover strategies.

Answer: d

http://www.certfun.com/
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What Study Guide Works Best in Acing the
UiPath UiASAP Certification?
The UiASAP study guide is a combination of some proven study tips and the
combination of all valuable study materials like sample questions, syllabus and
practice tests in one place.

Explore the Syllabus Topics and Learn from the Core:
If you are determined to earn success in the UiASAP exam, getting in full touch
of the syllabus is mandatory. During preparation, you might not like all syllabus
sections or topics, but try to get at least the fundamental knowledge from the
sections you don’t like. The more you possess knowledge on all syllabus
sections, the more is the chance to attempt maximum number of questions
during the actual exam.

Make Your Schedule:
Studying and completing the syllabus becomes easier, if you work on the
syllabus topics after making a schedule. Your syllabus must mention what areas
you want to cover and within what time. Once you make a schedule and follow it
regularly, syllabus completion becomes easier and preparation becomes
smoother.

Get Expert Advice from the Training:
Do not forget to join the UiPath UiASAP training if it is providing any. Training
enhances the practical knowledge of a candidate, which helps them to work well
in the practical field during projects.

Get Access to the PDF Sample Questions:
If your study material is in a PDF format or the materials are mobile-friendly, what
could be better than that? Get access to the free sample questions and keep
enhancing your knowledge beyond the syllabus.

Avoid Dumps and Utilize the UiPath UiASAP Practice Test:
Why should you rely on practice tests? The reason is simple: you must get
familiar with the exam pattern before reaching the exam hall. An aspirant aware
of the exam structure and time management during the exam preparation can
perform well in the actual exam and attempt the maximum number of questions
during the exam.

https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uipath-automation-solution-architect-professional-uiasap-exam-syllabus
https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uipath-uiasap-certification-sample-questions
http://www.certfun.com/
http://www.certfun.com/
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Many aspirants prefer to read from dumps, but they miss out on the self
assessment method. Therefore, UiASAP practice tests always stand out to be
the better choice than dumps PDF.

Avail the Proven UiASAP Practice Test for Success!!!

Do you want to pass the UiASAP exam on your first attempt? Stop worrying;
we, CertFun.com are here to provide you the best experience during your
UiPath Automation Solution Architect Professional preparation. Try out our
free mock tests to get a glimpse of our quality study materials, and build your
confidence with the premium UiASAP practice tests. Our expert-designed
questions help you to improve performance and pass the exam on your first
attempt.

https://www.certfun.com/uipath/uiasap-uipath-automation-solution-architect-professional
http://www.certfun.com/
http://www.certfun.com/
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